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Simcity 4 education guide

Sooner or later, the medium and high wealth of the Sims will require access to education. Offering an education system doing a lot more for your city than just appease some irritated parents. An educated population benefits the whole city by reducing crime, fire risk, pollution, litter and disease. Educated Sims also recycle more and
consume less power and water, which is important to promote an environmentally friendly community. Do I really need schools? They're so expensive! No, you don't need schools. But their high price comes with some worthwhile benefits that can save your city money in the long run. Grade School and High School promote knowledge
throughout the city, reducing water and energy consumption between residential buildings. Educated Sims also produce less trash and recycle more. Schools also give children something to do by keeping them off the streets, preventing criminals from being created. But you don't necessarily need elementary and high school. So once
you've built a high school, consider closing your elementary school to save money. High school creates the same level of education and accommodates more students. My town has no schools. Is my Sims still getting educated? You don't necessarily need schools in your city to educate your population. Sims travels to other cities in the
area to get his education. If the connected city has a high school, school bus stops are unlocked on the education menu in the city. Just plop School Bus Stops across its residential areas and school buses arrive every morning to pick up students, transport them connected to the city's High School. The Sims also drive or take mass transit
to attend Community colleges and universities located in connected cities. In this sense, one city can specialise in education and take responsibility for educating every Sim card in connected cities. Some students in my town haven't signed up. What am I supposed to do? If only a portion of students in your city attends a school, it's
probably a capacity or transport problem. First, click on elementary school or high school to see its current power. When all the tables are filled, build new classroom modules to increase the number of existing tables. Next, make sure there are enough buses at your school. Add more School Bus Lot modules to increase buses shipped.
Also, check out the coverage of your school bus stop, ensuring that every residential building in the city is within walking distance. Students only go to school when they have a chance to get there. And remember, School Bus Stops feature regardless of mass transit bus stops. Students don't take a shuttle or a municipal bus to school.
What does Community College and The University have? Both the Community College and the University are higher educational institutions capable of skilled workers. The presence of the Community College promotes the growth of clean industry (tech level 2) buildings in industrial areas while the university brings high-tech industry
(tech level 3) buildings. (For more information about zoning, see the SimCity Zoning Guide). The university can also expand new schools (such as the School of Law, or school of science) to increase capacity and pursue the various research projects needed to build advanced modules and other facilitates. If the city is a university,
consider closing your Community College to save money. If properly expanded, the University can handle the extra students. Any further questions Infrastructure.Do building a strong building? Post them down! For more information about education, see SimCity: Prima Official eGuide, which is now available. Education is a player, offering
your Sims the opportunity to learn. A good education system is desirable for the Sims. Educated Sims attracts high-tech industries to his city. Education is measured by EQ (Education Quotient), with 200 being the highest score sims can receive.  SimCity Education did not have much of a role in the original SimCity. High-value residential
areas sometimes turn into schools. There was a library fee that would enhance the values of the land, but schools and other educational institutions were not yet available in the series. SimCity 2000 Education became a more prominent feature of SimCity in 2000. A player can put schools. Libraries also made their return with colleges and
museums. An education divider (EQ) was also introduced. Higher education would attract low-emission high-tech industries. Schools and colleges increase the EQ of the Sims for a certain age while museums and libraries simply prevent EQ from the older Sims from falling. When schools or colleges become too crowded, their efficiency
begins to decline. Unlike police stations or fire stations, educational structures can be built anywhere with the same efficiency. SimCity 3000 Education changed between simcity 2000 and 3000 very little. All the same buildings were returned and operated in the same way. But the SimCity 3000 was not a university fee. SimCity 4
Education is different in SimCity 4 than in simcity 3000. Educational buildings now have hotspots, such as police stations and fire stations, so placement is important. Budgets for individual buildings can also be adjusted for proper coverage. Unlike the police and firefighters who strike based on the amount of funding they receive,
educational buildings strike only when they are above capacity. Like other SimCity headlines, a well-developed education system helps to reduce overall crime rates. SimCity 4 added a high school with all the previous buildings. High school students use Instead of going straight to college. Quite a few reward buildings were involved in
education, including the main library, the Grand Art Museum, the Opera House, private schools and the university. The Rush Hour expansion added to the possibility of large and small primary and secondary schools. The player also has the option to drive a school bus in U-Drive-It mode. Trivia Not all educational buildings from primary
school to university are needed to meet The Sims' educational needs, although doing so will help increase EQ. There's an insect with the Opera House that causes constant overcrowding. SimCity (2013) Education is urban specialization simcity (2013). Keep the younger Sims off the streets and give your residents an education brighter
for the future. Some of the more advanced modules, businesses and industry need higher education before they can be earned. There are two types of education-Schools and colleges. SimCity Creator (DS) Education is vital for SimCity Creator Nintendo DS.  You open up education to the Open Asian age and the European Renaissance.
It is necessary for several schools in their city population to grow. At the last age, colleges are unlocked, promoting education.  &lt; SimCity 4 Jump to Navigation Jump to search Education is one of the things that is definitely needed if you want greater wealth from people and businesses to move into your city. Unlike other types of civic
buildings, there is no small pair here. Every educational building takes care of a specific age, and you have to build them all for a full education service (although at the beginning, only one should be enough not to tighten the budget too much. The following buildings are available that are listed in the order of the target group: The college
and museum's influence is city wide, but others operate inside a specific radius. In addition to these, the benefits also include the university as well as the General Library and major art museum. Basic School Construction Cost §300 Capacity 500 Students Maintenance Costs N /A Capacity Cost §0.80 / Student Requirements: None High
School Construction Cost §1050 Capacity 750 Students Maintenance Costs N/A Capacity Cost § 1.00 / Student Requirements: None City College Construction Cost §3000 Capacity 7000 Students Maintenance Costs N/A Capacity Cost §0.142857 / Student Requirements: None Local Branch Library Construction Cost §1000 Capacity
30,000 Books Maintenance Costs N/A Capacity Cost §0.0083 / Book Requirements: None City Museum Construction Cost §1500 Capacity 900 exhibition tickets Maintenance costs N/A Capacity Cost §0.50 exhibition / ticket requirements: none Private Schools[edit] They can appear on the menu when wealthy people move and the city's
education is low. Because they target the rich, there is no point in building them in a neighborhood full of poor people. They are So there is no disadvantage in building them. Private school construction costs §0 Capacity 1000 students Maintenance costs N /A Capacity Cost N /A Requirements: High wealth resident: 700School class: less
than 90 Private school construction costs §0 Capacity 1000 students Maintenance costs N/A Capacity Cost N /A Requirements: Large wealthy resident: 3750School grade: lower than 90Private School 1 is built private school construction Cost §0 Capacity 1000 students Maintenance costs N/A Capacity Cost N/A Requirements: High-
wealth residental population: 7,500School class: lower than 90Private School 2 is built in real life, education opens up opportunities, that you do not see otherwise. The same goes for simcity 4. Your citizens need education to get better jobs and bring business and high-tech industries to your city. If the goal of your city is to be an industrial
park, you might want to keep education limited, if at all. When the Sims are educated they want job opportunities other than industrial opportunities. In that way, we like to build an elementary school in the early stages of the city. This way, the city's population will grow intellectually sooner rather than later. You can afford to build
educational buildings without a big budget if you micromanage every educational building. When you click on the building, you have the option to change the budget for capacity and buses. Take advantage of this and don't waste money paying high capacity if you only have a few students. Card coverage is also important. Plan ahead so
that you can create without any major overlaps. Keep away from the edges of the map, or else you will lose valuable coverage. EQ stands for education quotient. The Sims start with a low EQ at the beginning of the city, but get in when they go to school. The new Sims-born city begins as part of their parents' EQ, making every new
generation of the Sims start smarter. The smarter they get, the higher their EQ can be when they reach adulthood. As your city grows, you earn more educational buildings. Benefits include a large primary school, a large secondary school, a private school and a university. First you need a regular elementary school and a high school. If
you expand, you'll need to add more schools. Try adding high-capacity buildings as early as possible. How much you need depends largely on the type of city and card size. Large cards may need 8 or 9, while small 3 or 4 high schools. Libraries and museums don't need to be added immediately, wait until you have a stable education
system in place. We like to keep the educational buildings together, so we leave room for high school, elementary school and library. They have similar coverage, so it makes the card covered a little easier. Thank you for giving us a know! Tell us why! Why!
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